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The effect of mild leg length inequality (lower extremity length difference less than 3 cm) on posture and gait has been the source of much controversy. Many opinions have been expressed both for and against the need for intervention to reduce the magnitude of the discrepancy. This paper emphasizes the need for accurate and reliable assessment of leg length differences using a clinically functional radiographic technique, and reviews the biomechanical implications of leg length inequality as related to the development of stress fractures, low back pain and osteoarthritis.
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Bilateral asymmetries have been documented for a variety of anatomical characteristics1–3. These differences are thought to develop from both genetic and environmental factors influencing the ontogenesis of the individual.

A bilateral asymmetry in lower limb lengths is called leg length inequality (LLI), or anisomelia. While the possible negative cosmetic effects of LLI are obvious, the biomechanical implications of mild LLI (difference < 3 cm) remain a source of speculation based on limited research. The purpose of this paper is to review the literature pertaining to mild LLI to identify possible links between the asymmetry and orthopaedic disorders.

Definition of leg length inequality

A differentiation must be made between the anatomical, or structurally short leg, and the functional short leg4. A functional short leg occurs secondary to a rotated pelvis caused by joint contractures and/or axial malalignments, including scoliosis5. The foot on the 'short limb' side is externally rotated, the heel is in the valgus position, and the longitudinal arch of the foot is collapsed. The posterior iliac spine is high on the 'short leg' side, while the anterior iliac spine is higher on the 'long leg' side.

An anatomical short leg occurs when there is an actual length difference in the bony components of the lower limb. A structurally short limb is often compensated for by a functional adaptation on the long leg side, including ankle pronation6. The anterior and posterior iliac spines are lower on the side of the short leg, unless foot positioning compensates for the difference.

A third category, environmental LLI, is especially relevant to road runners. The drainage slope built into roads imposes a height difference between the limb on the curb side and that on the midline side of the road. In runners with an existing LLI, this environmental effect can accentuate the difference if the short leg is closest to the curb, and attenuate, eliminate or even reverse the inequality if the long leg is on the curb side7.

Techniques for assessing lower limb length

Both radiographic and tape-measured methods are used to assess the length of the lower limbs. The magnitude of the absolute error inherent to the measurement technique provides an operational definition of LLI8. The reported validity and intra- and inter-tester reliability coefficients of tape-measured methods are consistently less than radiographic measures9,10. Tape-measurement inaccuracy stems from its reliance on bony prominences, primarily the anterior superior iliac spine and the medial malleolus. Tape-measured leg length differences of less than 1.27 cm (one-half inch) may be unreliable4. Although prone to measurement error, tape-measurements of LLI are frequently used in routine orthopaedic examinations because they are easy to administer and cost very little.

Radiographic techniques provide the measurement accuracy and reliability necessary for research and clinical practice. Radiographs have not received widespread use due to ethical objections to radiation exposure and their prohibitive cost. However, the development and validation of femoral head radiographs has reduced both the radiation exposure and the cost of accurately assessing LLI.

To obtain a femoral head radiograph, the subject stands on a level platform in either an anteroposterior or posteroanterior projection, with the pelvis as close...
as possible to the film (the approximate hip to film distance is 18–20 cm). The tube is set at the estimated height of the subject’s greater trochanter, plus 2.54 cm. The subject assumes a ‘parallelgram posture’ in which the feet are aligned parallel, with the first metatarsals separated by the mean femoral head centre distance of 18.6 cm and the lower extremity joints in the anatomical position. The parallelogram consists of the two lower extremities, the intermetatarsal distance, and the femoral head centres. In the absence of gross errors of positioning and/or tube placement, the method provides an accurate measure of the relative magnitude of the discrepancy between limb lengths, and not the difference between the absolute length of the limbs. Using this technique, the mean error between repeated measurements of the same subjects on different days was < 2 mm. Gotfon and Trueann had a mean of 1.5 mm; Friberg et al. had a mean of 0.6 mm and a range of 0–2 mm.

Restricting measurements to the pelvic region reduces the radiated area of the body and the total radiation dose. Using a 1.8 mm thick, 12 × 20 cm gonadal shield limits the mean doses to gonads and bone marrow to 11.4 milliRads (mR) and 13.6 mR, respectively (1.14 × 10⁻⁹ and 1.36 × 10⁻⁹ Gy respectively), which is less than the radiation doses associated with conventional radiographic techniques of LLI. Friberg et al. concluded that femoral head radiography can be regarded as risk free and suitable for screening studies.

**Biomechanical significance of the asymmetry**

Three categories of LLI have been identified based on the magnitude of the discrepancy: mild (differences < 3 cm), moderate (differences ≥ 3 and ≤ 6 cm), and severe (differences > 6 cm).

The definition of a biomechanically meaningful asymmetry differs amongst orthopaedic specialists. While structural deformity and functional disturbances have been unequivocally linked with moderate and severe discrepancies, mild differences have not been convincingly linked with any specific pathology. A paucity of research focusing on mild LLI compounds the problem of designing intervention. Gotfon was critical of the available literature that did not identify a definitive link between mild LLI and specific injuries. He claimed that the use of tape-measured assessments of LLI introduced enough variability to mask existing relationships. The questions of when intervention is necessary and the optimal modality for correcting mild LLI remain controversial. The remainder of this review will focus on mild LLI since it is the most controversial classification.

Several authors consider the biomechanical disruption caused by mild LLI to be inconsequential and propose that postural adjustments compensate for the asymmetry. However, several authors concur that mild LLI may be deleterious if an individual participates regularly in tasks involving repetitive mechanical loading.

Gross investigated the hypothesis that repetitive impulsive loading aggravates the effects of LLI. He hypothesized that the occurrence of the asymmetry would be lower in marathon runners than among the general population through attrition of runners with LLI. However, 34 of 35 runners participating in the study had unequal limb lengths, measured by radiography. He concluded that ‘runners can function quite handsomely without equalization’ of the asymmetry, in spite of the numerous unilateral injuries reported by the subjects.

Mild LLI has primarily been associated with three orthopaedic disorders: stress fractures, low back pain and osteoarthritis. The following sections provide a selected review of the literature relating mild LLI to each of these disorders.

**Stress fractures**

Stress fractures are focal structural weaknesses in bone developed during the osseous remodelling that occurs in response to repeated application of sub-threshold stresses. As energy is absorbed to attenuate the applied load, microfractures develop in the bone. Remodelling of the bone occurs as the microfractures heal. The microfracture/remodelling process is stable at subthreshold loads. If the threshold is exceeded, then the rate of new bone formation is slower than the rate of osteoclastic resorption and a stress fracture develops.

Matheson et al. reviewed the two most accepted theories of stress fracture development: (1) muscle weakness reduces the shock absorbing capability of the lower limb, causing an increase and redistribution of stress to the bone; and (2) the force of muscle pull on bone repetitively exceeds the threshold stress. It is plausible that a leg length inequality could contribute to either of these two etiologies.

Two roles of the tibia include weight-bearing and muscle attachment. In a study of 130 military recruits, Friberg reported that the majority of stress fractures in the weight-bearing bones (tibia and femur) occurred in the long limb. In normal stance, body-weight is evenly distributed between both lower limbs. In persons with LLI there is a tendency to shift weight-bearing towards the longer limb. The effect of strenuous movement on weight distribution is not clear.

Individuals with LLI may pronate the foot on the side of the longer limb in an attempt to provide functional shortening of the longer leg. Injury avoidance during gait could be compromised by the reduced range of pronation during contact. Muscular stress to the tibia could be increased by the enhanced eccentric activation of the tibialis anterior muscle required to resist calcaneal eversion as the joint nears the end of its range of movement. Both of these mechanisms could account for the pattern or stress fracture occurrences reported by Friberg.

In summary, skeletal compensations to LLI may be associated with the development of stress fractures in the lower extremity. A better understanding of the compensatory skeletal realignment in response to LLI and its effect on bilateral loading of the limbs is needed to substantiate this association.
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Low back pain

Scoliosis is an orthopaedic ailment characterized by a lateral curvature of the spinal column. Two classifications of scoliosis are commonly used23. Functional scoliosis is a transient phenomenon in individuals standing with poor posture. Structural scoliosis is a permanent lateral bending of the spine, unaltered by muscle activity or postural adjustment.

The pelvic tilt common to LLI may invoke a functional scoliosis, concave to the side of the longer limb. Pelvic tilting helps maintain the line of the centre of gravity medially or laterally within the base of support. The degree of scoliosis is related to the magnitude of the LLI. The literature is unequivocal as to whether transient functional scoliosis will become structural over time26.

It has been hypothesized that LLI-induced scoliosis may be a causal factor in the development of non-specific low back pain, and sciatica. Scoliotic subjects frequently suffer from sciatica on the concave side of the curved spine. In the scoliotic spine, the annulus of the intervertebral disc on the concave side of the spine is in compression, while that on the convex side is in tension. The compressed annulus can protrude out of the intervertebral space and impinge on the dorsal sensory nerve root.

Several investigators have evaluated the relationship between LLI and low back pain. Results have been unequivocal. Grundy and Roberts4 and Botte25 reported no link between the presence of LLI and low back pain, while Friberg27, Matheson et al.23 and Giles and Taylor26 reported that low back pain was prevalent among those with LLI. Several investigators have reported success in reducing low back pain using orthotic lifts to equalize a LLI26, 27, 29.

The above-cited literature supports the hypothesis that LLI imposes a structural malalignment on the lower back, but does not unequivocally relate the asymmetry to back pain. More research investigating the link between LLI and low back pain is warranted by the findings.

Osteoarthritis

Osteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease characterized by the thinning and eventual disappearance of articular cartilage. Articulating bone surfaces may become thickened, and the development of osteophytes projecting into the joint space is common. In advanced stages of the disease, the cartilage-free surfaces of the articulating bones may become severely deformed30.

Osteoarthritis has been categorized as primary (idiopathic) or secondary. Secondary osteoarthritis refers to cases where some antecedent event such as a fracture, childhood disease or skeletal abnormality is recognized as a predisposing factor. All other cases are considered idiopathic. Solomon31 questioned the existence of idiopathic osteoarthritis after identifying a predisposing abnormality in 300 of 327 cases of osteoarthritis hip. He proposed three pathogenic groups of secondary osteoarthritis: (1) failure of essentially normal cartilage subjected to abnormal or incongruous loading for long periods; (2) damaged or defective cartilage failing under normal conditions of loading; and (3) breakup of articular cartilage due to defective subchondral bone.

The pelvic tilt imposed by LLI may impose bilaterally unequal stresses in the hip and the knee joints during upright posture12, 30. A tilted pelvis shifts the line of action of the centre of gravity away from the hip joint centre on the side of the long limb. The greater muscle activity necessary to compensate for the shift could increase the magnitude of the internal joint force. Pelvic tilt also reduces the contacting area of the articulating joint surfaces by disrupting normal skeletal alignment. These two effects, increased force and decreased articulating surface area, would result in increased stress on the cartilage and underlying bone, and represent a possible biomechanical precursor to osteoarthritis32.

During locomotion the lower extremity joint stresses are further increased by the muscle activity required to control the segments, by inertial forces developed by the moving segments, and by the impulsive force applied to the foot at ground contact. Although eccentric muscle activity and tissue compliance attenuate the impulsive force as it is transferred towards the head33, Voloshin and Wosk34 reported a decrease in the shock-attenuating capability of limbs affected with osteoarthritis. Reducing the dynamic stresses imposed on the limbs is believed to be a method of reducing the risk of degenerative disease.

Although evaluating asymmetry in lower extremity dynamics in the presence of LLI would increase our understanding of the biomechanical implications of LLI, there has been a paucity of research in this area. The pronated foot position used to compensate for LLI may reduce the impulse-attenuating capability of the long limb30. Vink and Huson36 reported that artificial LLI, created by wearing a single raised shoe, imposed minimal effects on pelvic kinematics and low back muscle activity during walking. If future research can indicate that LLI subjects one limb to pathogenic stresses, then the effect of equalizing limb lengths by using shoe raises is worth investigating, since it may be a very cost-effective method for preventing osteoarthritis.
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Training the female competitor: Y. Koutedakis and N. C. Craig Sharp

competitors. Such power event competitors may demonstrate up to 95% FT fibres which are metabolically equipped for forceful contractions that depend largely on anaerobic mechanisms for energy supply. FT fibres may also be two to four times faster and approximately 50% larger than fibres classified as slow. It should be noted here that the athlete's muscle fibre profile is determined both by genetic and environmental (training) factors. No obvious muscle fibre profile differences have been established between men and women competing in similar events.

While muscle size has been associated with muscular strength, hypertrophy (the increase in muscle size or bulk) has been associated with gains in strength. However, because muscular development is partly linked with plasma testosterone levels, men are capable of considerably greater gains in muscle bulk than are women. Some researchers have concluded that muscular hypertrophy in women is not a necessary consequence of strength training.

Conclusion

Ward and Whipp plotted the decade-by-decade improvement in the mean running velocity for both men and women for all events between 200 m and the marathon. It was found that the improvement rate for women is more than double that for men, reflecting both the increased numbers of women coming into sport and the proportionately greater increases in their training.
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